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A Letter from the Executive Director and Board President

Dear Friend,

As we reflect on our work in 2016 and look forward to the year ahead, we want to start by saying 
a sincere thank you to all of you who have donated to, partnered with, or supported RJF. Thanks 
to you, we were able to have an even greater impact on transforming the lives of youth in Central 
America by improving the access to and quality and relevance of education in rural communities.

In 2016, we selected five local visionary leaders to join our Community Leadership Program.
Throughout the year, they have received mentoring and support from RJF and have become true 
change makers. They are now on the path towards realizing their visions and completing their 
projects to improve education and learning opportunities within their communities.

Here is a summary of what they, and we, were able to achieve in 2016 thanks to your support:

Improved access to education
Developed construction designs and secured land on which to build a new high school, in 
the community of Llano Largo, which will give 38 students the opportunity to continue their 
studies beyond 9th grade without having to travel 2 hours, each way, every day to the city.

Higher quality education
Designed and delivered a Professional Development Workshop for 24 teachers  from five 
communities to improve their teaching practice and meet the learning needs of their students. 
Created a Resource Center/Lab where rural teachers can access online mentoring, communities 
of practice and classroom resources to nurture their ongoing professional development.
Graduated 11 teachers with a nationally recognized certificate in computer literacy from RJF’s 
Technology Education Center in the community of  Tortuga.
375 students are benefitting from higher quality teaching as a result of RJF’s programming
 in 2016.

Increase in relevant educational opportunities
Graduated 46 young people with a certificate in computer literacy from RJF’s Technology 
Education Center in the community of  Tortuga.
Facilitated three peer-to-peer training opportunities between neighboring communities to 
train local residents and improve their technical expertise in hydrology.
Connected 11 houses in the community of Tortuga to the main water system giving 41 
residents direct access to well water tanks.

The above data points only tell half the story. Behind the numbers are human stories, stories of 
leadership, community commitment and individual lives changed for the better. I invite you to read 
about two of these stories on the pages that follow. 

Thank you again for your continued support of RJF.

With sincere gratitude, 

Sooni Gillett
Executive Director

April Jernberg
Board President



Silvia Carolina Rios Bermudez, the local math teacher in the remote coastal community 

of Tortuga, could see that traditional education was failing to be relevant to students – 

only 35% were graduating from high school. Silvia’s vision was to create a Technology 

Education Center in her community. That vision became a reality in 2015 when, thanks 

to mentoring and financial support from RJF, the doors to a new Technology Education 

Center opened.  That same year, a partnership with the National Autonomous 

University in Managua, facilitated by RJF, led to the creation of a nationally accredited 

course in computer literacy to be taught at the Center. 

By the end of 2016, a total of 115 students and 22 teachers graduated from the course 

and earned their certificate in computer literacy. With these new technology skills 

these young people now have a better chance of securing employment in the local 

tourism industry and/or attending university.

Relevant education linked to economic opportunities



Roberto Jose Solis is 30 years old and a teacher in the Computer Department of 

the Faculty of Science and Engineering at the National Autonomous University 

in Managua. Roberto was one of the teachers who traveled to the community of 

Tortuga to teach RJF’s new certificate course in computer literacy. Here is how he 

sums up the impact the course is having:

“Teaching computer technology to students who already have access and some 

understanding of computers is not the same as teaching the people in these 

communities – for them it is a whole new world. We are not just teaching them to use 

a computer, but also how the world outside their community works and how what 

they are learning can be used and applied to change their life. The young people 

in the communities grasp this more and are looking to be able to apply their new 

knowledge.”

Technology education - the door to a new world



Maria Ignacia Guzman has been a teacher for over 29 years and is the Director of 

Francisca Hernandez School in the community of Ostional. Maria believes that all 

great teachers are life long learners. Her vision is to provide local teachers with 

access to high-quality professional development to help them to address classroom 

challenges and to advance teaching practice so that all students can be successful

at school.

In 2016, RJF helped Maria to organize an intensive teacher professional 

development workshop for 24 teachers from five communities. RJF Advisory Council 

Members, Farima Patricia Pour-Horshid (University of Santa Cruz, California), and 

Magarita Machado Casas (University of Texas, San Antonio) assisted in facilitating the 

training. The workshop focused on how to use technology in the classroom, tools 

and techniques for literacy instruction and classroom management techniques to 

meet the needs of students. 

The training has improved classroom teaching in these five communities and as a 

result 375 students are now getting a higher quality education.

Improving the quality of education in rural schools



RJF’s 2016 teacher professional development workshop resulted in improvements in 
classroom management, lesson planning and student-teacher relationships. 

 “The strategies provided have allowed us, as teachers, to get to know our students 
better and to give them the attention they need. Using these strategies is helping us 
to ensure students don’t get bored and that student participation and engagement is 
encouraged in the classroom.” 

Maria Guzman, School Director

Previously, there was a lack of discipline in the classroom. When I was planning 
lessons, I had to plan to be very dynamic and to use different strategies that maintain 
student attention. The strategies that I learned in the workshop have helped me to 
improve my practice in these areas. I have learned how to develop lessons that are 
more fun, so that the children in my classroom can learn faster without losing site
of key indicators of achievement.”

Isaura del Carmen Lara Pizarro, First Grade Teacher

Students benefit from better quality teaching



2016 REVENUE

2016 EXPENSES

Fundraising events
Individual contributions
Corporate contributions
Fee for service
In-Kind donations

Programs
Fundraising
Administration

Total Support & Revenue      $   281,815.68

Total Expenditure                    $     111,501.14

5,892.00
6,540.72

260,000.00
1,407.44
7,975.52

96,184.00
2,006.14

13,311.00

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

14% Fundraising & Administration

86% Programs
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Sooni Gillett
Executive Director 

Jane Baker
Associate Director

Henningston Hodgson
Nicaragua Country Director

National Autonomous University of Managua
Ministry of Education, Nicaragua
American Nicaragua Foundation
University of Texas, San Antonio
Grassini Charity Family Foundation 
Paso Pacifico 
Gateway School
Peralta Real Estate

April Jernberg
Board President

Venessa Madrigal 
Secretary and Treasurer

Cally Houck 
Board Member

Anya Spears
Board Member

Ann Endris
Board Member

Oumar Amar
Graduate Student, Monitoring and Evaluation 
Middlebury Institute of International Studies

Daniele Elizaire
Graduate Student, Monitoring and Evaluation
Middlebury Institute of International Studies

Katy Wilson
Graduate Student, International Education
Middlebury Institute of International Studies

Sarah Otterstrom, PhD
Farima Patricia Pour-Khorsid
Margarita Machado-Casas, PhD



The Raechel & Jackie Foundation

RJF is a non-profit 501(c)(3)
tax-exempt organization.

Tax ID 46-3546942

RJF’s mission is to improve access, quality 
and relevance of education for youth in 

Central America.


